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Discussion Roadmap

1. Very brief overview of the two presentations

2. Inequality within groups

3. Inequality in more dimensions

4. Aggregate implications of inequality

Since I only have ∼ 14 minutes left: Focus on high level comments



Two theories on what drives inequality:

Acemoglu (and Restrepo): Automation

("K"rusell, "O"hanian, "R"ios-Rull, and)
"V"iolante: Capital-skill complementarity
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Both theories have merit



A fourth driver: ε

I Both presentations focused on inequality between-group: e.g., skill, age

I Most of the rise in earnings inequality since the 1970s is accounted for by
within-group or residual inequality

I From Katz and Autor 1999: "shifts in the residual distribution are less well
understood than ’between group’ inequality and, moreover, account, for the
preponderance of recent inequality growth by most estimates"

I Not just a U.S. phenomenon: across advanced economies, both the level and
growth rate of inequality primarily accounted for by within-group inequality

I Some explanations: changes in worker sorting, firm heterogeneity, occupational
mobility, returns to experience, demographics
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Beyond labor earnings

I Foregoing discussion focused primarily on individual labor earnings

I At the same time, large increases in income and wealth inequality (e.g. work of
Piketty, Saez and Zucman)

I Heterogeneity in returns appears important, in particular for driving top
inequality:
I In the context of entrepreneurship (e.g. Quadrini 1999, others)
I Differential returns across the wealth distribution as shown in Swedish and

Norwegian registry data (e.g. Fagereng et al 2020, Bach et al 2020)

I Tax and transfer systems (and changes over time), also important for
inequality in consumption, income, and wealth (more on this tomorrow)
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Aggregate implications of inequality

I Large focus of the conference seems to be concerns with inequality per se

I Inequality can also play a central role in economic analysis because of its
implications for aggregates

I Why inequality matter for aggregates:
I Different consumption baskets
I Labor supply differences
I Different propensities to save/consume

I Inequality can lead to amplification of shocks (and inequality itself)

I Virtually every shock and policy change or action involves redistribution across
households
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Inequality in macroeconomics

I Historically, heterogeneity and inequality was absent in macroeconomics (or
was assumed to have no effect because of complete markets)

I In stark constrast to evidence that households fail to perfectly smooth
consumption (e.g. Hall 1978, Cochrane 1991, Attanasio and Davis 1996)

I Bewley-Imrohorogu-Huggett-Aiyagari laid the ground work for quantitative
macro based on household heterogeneity and incomplete markets

I Input to those models: income risk, typically equated to residual income
inequality

I Aggregates have to be consistent with market interactions of agents subject to
idiosyncratic risk

I Focus was typically on longer-run questions, tax reforms, etc
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Inequality and business cycles

I Business cycle analysis typically abstracted from heterogeneity - why?

I Partly due to complexity of dealing with non-trivial distributions of households
I Partly due to misunderstanding of Krusell-Smith 1998

I The Great Recession revealed the shortcomings abstracting from heterogeneity

I Analysis disciplined by new evidence on:
I Marginal propensities to consume (e.g. work by Johnson, Parker, Souleles)
I Cyclicality of income risk and its unequal incidence (e.g. Guvenen et al)
I Unequal incidence of policy across the distribution (e.g. Holm et al, Broer et al)

I Not just micro-foundations, but micro-consistent models that take seriously
the two-way feedback between inequality and the macroeconomy
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